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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks so much for inviting us along today to share insights about volunteering. We will be talking a little about this from direct work and also an example from one of our partners work. For anyone who isn’t aware of who Natural England are, we are the government’s advisory body for the natural environment.��Our health and environment roles are strategic roles and we often work with and through partnerships on the ground to support the spread, scale and inclusivity of Green social prescribing, and supporting the join up between health planning and nature recovery planning. 



Volunteering with 
Natural England

We have over 2000 volunteers including 
over 1000 associated with our National 
Nature Reserves and about 400 
volunteer bat roost visitors
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NE staff volunteering: site cleared to make 
way for a community orchard, growing space, 
meadow, seating & wildlife pond, retaining 
strategic wild patches for nature. Selby, 
Yorkshire.

• Policy and procedure
• induction
• Training
• Supervisor
• Volunteer recognition and 

perks
• Volunteering promise
• NE staff volunteering days

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�We decided to focus on sharing 2 topics with you today, the first is about a project called nature buddies and the second is about volunteering with one of our close partners, Forestry England, as they are both very locally related projects.  Neither of these are directly about volunteering with natural England, so we did want to mention briefly that NE does host volunteers!NE values volunteers and aim to give them a good experience, NE are committed to ensuring volunteering does not displace paid roles,but adds value to the work carried out by staff.We host over 2000 volunteers across England.  They come from many different backgrounds and are involved in a variety of roles, such as Volunteer Bat Roost Visitors, student placements, office-based volunteers, researchers and practical tasks on NNRs. Volunteer Bat Roost Visitors (VBRVs) carry out roost visits (under a licence) on behalf of Natural England, at the request of the Bat Conservation Trust (BCT). They are some of our most skilled and specialised volunteers.(The purpose of the visits is to: reassure and educate people affected or distressed by bats, advise on timing and methods for building maintenance work and pest control, reduce the possibility of bats being excluded from their roosts)There are key things in place to enable safe, effective and sustainable volunteering to take place including a range of related policy and procedures, induction and training, a supervisor structure and volunteer recognition policy and perks. There is a volunteering promise which sets out clear expectations for all involved.NE staff also have 3 allocated days per year they can use for volunteering, as illustrated with an example on the slide.��



Nature Buddies - National Academy 
for Social Prescribing | NASP 
(socialprescribingacademy.org.uk)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I wanted to give you a brief  introduction to a project called nature buddies that Natural England has been leading on and which I have been closely involved in. I hope to share some insights from this project that may be useful in a broader volunteering context…. The Nature Buddies pilot project emerged in response to what we learnt about the barriers which individuals face in being able to access green social prescribing (GSP)  from the gsp pilot,  including Greenspace in Nottingham/nottinghamshire. These barriers range from anxiety and fear, through to issues with infrastructure, such as transport.The learning developed from this work, as well as discussions with a wide range of stakeholders has been fed into a Nature Buddies toolkit- link on slide. The hosting page on NASP also has a resources section and sample buddy induction pack that you may find of use.We are also  currently working in partnership with NCVS to run some training, which covers in detail all aspects of how to set up a Nature Buddies scheme. 

https://socialprescribingacademy.org.uk/what-is-social-prescribing/natural-environment-and-social-prescribing/nature-buddies/
https://socialprescribingacademy.org.uk/what-is-social-prescribing/natural-environment-and-social-prescribing/nature-buddies/
https://socialprescribingacademy.org.uk/what-is-social-prescribing/natural-environment-and-social-prescribing/nature-buddies/


What is a 
Nature Buddy?

Nature Buddies 
(youtube.com)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is a nature buddy? Ive included a link to an animation that you can watch later if you would like, but wont risk trying to play it now!In the resources folder on NASP website there are various versions of a role descriptor for a nature buddy, On the slide here ive included the walk companion version as its most relevant to this group today. The words wont be clear enough to read on the slide so its just to illustrate some of the resources that are available.  Having a clear role description does help in recruiting volunteers.A Nature Buddy is a volunteer whose role is to support individuals at a personalised level to help gradually increase their confidence and ability to enjoy engaging with nature. Depending on the scheme a buddy could: Provide regular support to enable people to walk or visit their local parks; Encourage people who wouldn’t normally spend time outside,and share the benefits of what they can gain from being outdoors; or Provide support to enable people to take part in a nature-based activity such as growing food at a community garden.A Nature Buddy could simply help a participant access a bus timetable to travel to a nature-based activity, or they could play a more involved role in enabling them to fully participate. A relationship could be short-term or ongoing and could include planning activities together over time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoT4zgOC5aM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoT4zgOC5aM


Things to consider…
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Scheme 
model

• Who is hosting and supporting the 
volunteers

• Policy and procedure
• Co design and co production?

Eco 
system

• Who are your stakeholders
• Referral route
• Networking and support

Making a 
case

• societal issues and local health priorities
• Your org/group priorities
• funding bids for resources, expenses etc
• evaluation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ive  collated bits and pieces from the nature buddies project learning that you may find helpful to consider in any volunteer context.Different models for Nature Buddies were scoped with local partners in Nottingham through a co-design process led by Nottingham CVS. Natural England then commissioned pilot projects with Nature Buddies partners  across England and including in Nottingham, to explore how a nature buddies scheme could work in practice.   All the models considered in the project have an infrastructure and volunteer management designed in; recognising that volunteers need support and supervision, particularly if they may be working with people who have some health needs or vulnerabilities. Its important to consider what policies and procedures you may need for instance around volunteering, safeguarding, and lone working.  Can you include an element of co production in your scheme- involving prospective clients and volunteers from the start/in reviews may amongst other benefits, give volunteers a greater sense of involvement and buy in.If you work out who your eco system is, ie who are your stakeholders- this will help you to work out things like referrals routes into your service, to build a supportive network, could help with partnership working- even collab bids for funding and also help around finding your volunteers.Making a local case for your scheme by considering local health priorities and societal issues will help ensure you are pitching your service correctly and help define who you may be able to target for things like funding.  Considering funding will be important, as they may be many things that it would be beneficial to provide like expenses, admin costs, resources, dbs checks.  Considering evaluation and finding a way to measure the impact of your scheme will give you valuable data about the benefits of the scheme and in turn help with long term sustainability and additional funding bids etc.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Considering the wider benefits of your scheme can help realise the full value of your project. So for nature buddies that includes…..benefits for participants such as improved health, and social contact and also benefits to the organisation, referrer, communities and the natural environment.(for the organisation/referrer such as volunteer recruitment and retention, reaching new audiences. , For communities benefits could include independent living, community connection, for the natural environment the benefits could include increased care for the natural environment, and encouraging pro nature behaviours in wider life).On this slide ive highlighted the benefits that have been drawn out for the nature buddy themselves.  This slide comes from the induction resource for nature buddies hosted on NASP. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Consideration about what benefits the role you are offering intrinsically brings and thinking about whether you can offer additional benefits such as  training help you attract and retain your volunteers.The induction pack template for nature buddies includes information about boundaries and expectations for example.Being able to offer training will make your volunteering more attractive and also may be crucial in ensuring the project is run safely, for eg safeguarding.  Think about additional resources that can help your volunteers in their role- some examples are included in the induction pack.  This could be emergency contacts and support for someone in mental health crisis through to prompt sheets for nature connection.Providing ongoing support, through supervision and also perhaps through a wider volunteer network will help retain your volunteers, ensuring the service/project is and feels safe and well run, by supporting volunteers development and helping them to feel valued, and giving volunteers a wider sense of purpose and community.



www.gov.uk/natural-england

Forestry England’s
Shadow Ranger Scheme
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One example of a  successful and unique volunteer scheme we wanted to highlight to this group is the Shadow Ranger volunteer sheme hosted by Forestry England, which has been running for about 15 years now alongside their usual volunteer roles. I have experience of being a shadow volunteer myself a few years ago whilst studying for my masters, and needed to gain experience in the environmental sector. I volunteered with the Bushcraft team and was a really memorable and inspiring experience, so I’m really pleased to be able to share this with you all today.For anyone who isn’t already aware of Forestry England, they are the England’s largest land manager and look after 1500 public woods and forests for people, wildlife and sustainably sourced timber, all of which include over 1800 miles of walking, running and cycling trails.   



www.gov.uk/natural-england

What is the Shadow Ranger 
Volunteer Programme?
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• Providing people with 
practical ‘hands-on’ 
experience in the 
forestry sector

• Aimed at anyone 
interested in a career in 
conservation, 
community 
engagement, recreation, 
site management, or 
working with volunteers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Shadow Ranger Volunteer scheme is a structured programme that runs twice a year at various sites across England (such as Sherwood Pines, Hicks Lodge, Cannock Chase). It’s very focussed around giving people the practical skills and experience needed to consider a career in the conservation sector, or to allow someone to consider their options for further education. The volunteers shadow staff during their placements, which run 1 to 3 days per week for a period of six months.�Anybody who is interested in finding out what it takes to manage forests is welcome to apply through their dedicated Shadow Ranger pages on the Forestry England website. The recruitment is open between 4 to 6 weeks twice a year. It’s been running for several years now and is gaining popularity as they receive hundreds of applications each year from around the country.Last year, the organisation had 13 shadow placement which added up to a total of 32,000 volunteer hours – which gives you an idea of how valuable the scheme is!



What makes the scheme so 
successful?
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• People feel valued
• Flexibility (for both staff and volunteers)
• Focus on skills development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several key points that enable the Shadow Ranger Volunteer Scheme to be so successful, which I’ve split into three main headings as you can see here.
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People Feel Valued

• Information about the scheme 
available prior to applying

• Treated like a member of staff 
entering a paid role

• Formal induction and training 
provided

• Mentoring throughout

• Away days and events

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For anybody thinking about becoming a Shadow Ranger, plenty of information about the scheme is provided on the website (including short videos of the types of roles available) so that you know exactly what you’re applying for. There’s a range of ways for people to apply too – through their online form, by phone or by email.It gives off a very welcoming and friendly impression, and it’s clear to applicants that no specialist skills or prior knowledge is required – just a genuine enthusiasm about wanting to enter the sector. Things like resilience and readiness to learn are considered much more important.The application process is treated just like a paid role. There’s a formal yet relaxed interview, and once somebody is successful, they are given a full induction just like they would in any professional role so that they are embedded within the organisation’s culture right from the start. Shadow rangers are given all the equipment, tools and uniform needed to carry out their roles with ease which helps them to feel like part of the team. They are also provided with free parking on site. Volunteers are mentored throughout their six month placement, and have regular conversations with staff about what they’re enjoying, what areas they would like to gain experience in and to help direct them towards the career they want. It’s not about what roles the organisations need – it’s more about what the volunteer wants to learn during their placement. Care and attention is given to the interests of volunteers, and so meaningful relationships are formed between them and staff.Another thing which makes volunteers feel valued is the offer of away days, and opportunity to take part in special events like stewarding for Forest Live music concerts. When I was a Shadow for the Bushcraft team, I was given the opportunity to take part in public events for free that were of interest to me – such as a foraging walk led by the late Patrick Harding (a real fungi expert!) and to have a go at willow weaving, where I was able to take my own basket home. 



Flexibility
• Options to explore 

other areas of the 
organisation to gain 
new skills and see 
what they involve

• Volunteers can 
choose to stay on 
after their 
placement ends

• Scheme works with 
site and staff 
capacity, and 
around the 
volunteer’s other 
commitments
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The roles available cover a wide range of potential careers within the environmental sector, from community outreach to conservation and forest management. During the placement, volunteers are also given the option to gain experience with other teams and areas What kind of roles are available at the time of applying is dependent on the capacity of staff within teams at various sites. There is no obligation for staff to give up their time to be part of a shadow scheme unless they have full capacity to do so, which means the volunteers can get the most out of their time there. For volunteers, they have the option to continue volunteering once the scheme ends. Although this won’t be the same structured programme as the Shadow placement, they have the freedom to dip in and out as it suits them.Another great thing about this scheme is that it can work around responsibilities of the volunteers, due to an an understanding that the placement is a big commitment. For example, as I was studying a full time masters and working two days a week, I was only able to spare one day a week (and the occasional weekend) during my placement – and I was reassured by the staff that was absolutely fine. Despite the scheme being a very structured one, the atmosphere throughout is very light, friendly and informal – this also helps to keep volunteers feeling like they are a valued member of the team.



Skills development

• Volunteers become 
‘work-ready’

• Volunteers take the role 
seriously and turn up 

• Benefits to organisation 
and wider sector
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The whole volunteer programme is focussed around getting volunteers to become ‘work ready’, which has mutual benefits to both the individual and the organisation.��As mentioned previously, staff are given general formal training as well as more informal training that is specific to the role they are undertaking. The more formal training usually includes first aid, manual handling, risk assessment, safeguarding, health and safety, hand tool use and managing data. This can be really helpful for anybody who has been out of employment for some time.In return for this time and investment in upskilling, volunteers behave professionally on site, embody the organisation’s values and take their role seriously. Many go on into paid roles within Forestry England – this is of great benefit to the organisation as the new staff member has already been embedded within the organisation’s culture. They know exactly what to expect, and what’s expected from them. For Forestry England, they already know that the applicant has the skills and personal qualities required to fulfil the role – so it makes the whole recruitment process much easier – and this also helps to recognise the valuable positive contribution their previous volunteer experience has enabled.��The wider sector benefits too - Shadows have also gone on to be Teaching Assistants, Camp Leaders and Tree surgeons etc with a number of different organisations within the industry such as the National Trust, RSPB, National Parks, Wildlife Trusts, Canals and Rivers Trust, The Bushcraft Company, Natural England as well as many others.Overall, it’s a great programme to give people an insight of what its like to work within the environmental sector.



Title and Content Layout 1

• Use the Arial font for all text
• Remember your text needs to be readable; try to keep it at a 

minimum of 24pt
• Make text compelling to read, using short clear sentences
• Always number your slides
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Thanks for listening
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